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There is something AMAZING inside this girl-crafted cone of inspiration.  Keep the 
party theme alive with this festive station.  Exploding with anticipation of earning exciting Cookie Program 
rewards, this cookie cone will keep girls inspired long after the rally ends.  Inspired by German Schultuetes, this 
cone is filled with pictures of rewards she will want to earn.  Decorate the outside with cookie badge pictures and 
a package sales goal as a finishing touch!

Cookie Inspiration Cones
Inspire girls with the rewards they can earn

Preparation
 �   Print one cone per girl.
 �   Print color copies of the rewards panel from your council’s order card (one per girl).   
 �   Print badge clip art (use adhesive backed paper for easier application to cone without need for glue)

Instructions
 �   Introduce girls to the rewards they can earn when they set and reach high goals.
 �   Invite girls to write their cookie sales goal inside the Trefoil on the cookie box pictured on the cone.
 �   Invite girls to color in their cone, and decorate it with badge clip art stickers that they can cut out.
 �   Cut out cone template and roll into a cone shape as pictured above.  Secure edge  with tape or staples.
 �   Secure tissue paper to inside edge of cone.  Tape or staple in place.
 �   Cut out pictures with corresponding box levels from the order card print out and place inside cone.
 �   Place Rally Badge inside cone.  Secure tissue paper at top with ribbon, as pictured above.

Tips:
�   Provide girls with their Rally Patch at this station to carry home inside their cone.
�   Place this station next to the rewards display table
�   Check out the Theme Schultuetes version of this activity - which is a great 
“volunteer thank-you”!  Fill the cone with items of appreciation such as a pen, small 
notepad, shop coupon, volunteer patch and candy taped to messages of appreciation.

Supplies 
 �   Cone template 
 �   Tissue paper
 �   Rally patches
 �   Glue, tape, stapler 
 �   Scissors
 �   Markers
 �   Cookie badge clip art (print on adhesive 
         backed paper for easier application)
 �   Ribbon (one 12” piece per girl)
 �   Girl rewards pictures from back of order 
         card (including number of boxes 
        a girl needs to sell to earn each item)
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